Snohomish man and woman on beach next to painted canoe. She sits on a log, next to a large salmon on woven mat. Man stands looking down at fish. Canoes in background. Tulalip Indian Reservation, Washington, 1907
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In our canoe we paddle along.
Dip and pull, dip and pull.
We keep the rhythm by chanting our songs.
Dip and pull, dip and pull.
We wear regalia when we go to visit.
Dip and pull, dip and pull.

When we arrive we dance within it.
Dip and pull, dip and pull.
In our canoe we learn our past, we work together, we talk and laugh.
In our canoe
we search our souls,

and help each other
to reach our goals.
In our canoe we hunt and fish.
Dip and pull, dip and pull.
In our canoe
we keep our ancestors’ wish.
Dip and pull, dip and pull.
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